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ABSTRACT 
Functionalization of Carbon Nanomaterials for Biomedical and 
Nanocomposite Applications 
by 
Oleksandr Kuznetsov 
New derivatives of carbon nanostructures: nanotubes, nano-onions and 
nanocrystalline diamonds were obtained through fluorination and subsequent 
functionalization with sucrose. Chemically modified nanocarbons show high solubility in 
water, ethanol, DMF and can be used as biomaterials for medical applications. It was 
demonstrated that sucrose functionalized nanostructures can find applications in 
nanocomposites due to improved dispersion enabled by polyol functional groups. 
Additionally, pristine and chemically derivatized carbon nanotubes were studied as 
nanofillers in epoxy composites. Carbon nanotubes tailored with amino functionalities 
demonstrated better dispersion and crosslinking with epoxy polymer yielding improved 
tensile strength and elastic properties of nanocomposites. 
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1. Introduction 
The motivation for this thesis is to prepare and study chemically modified carbon 
nanostructures: nanotubes, nano-onions, and nanocrystalline diamonds. This study 
encompasses two separate projects: 1) water soluble nanocarbons and 2) functionalized 
carbon nanotubes tailored for epoxy nanocomposites. In the first project, water 
solubilization of carbon nanostructured materials, single walled nanotubes (SWNT), 
nano-onions (CNO) and nanodiamonds (ND), has been achieved through covalent 
sidewall functionalization by fluorination and subsequent derivatization with sucrose. 
Water-soluble carbon nanostructures have attracted much recent attention for a number of 
applications as a biomaterial for biosensing and drug delivery1 .However, most of the 
previous work on water solubilization of carbon nanostructures was based upon surface 
activation through strong oxidizing acid treatment followed by several step derivatization 
and coupling reactions1"3 which utilize expensive PEG-derived coupling reagents1'4. In 
particular, most recently developed methods of solubilization of carbon nanotubes require 
harsh oleum functionalization conditions4'5, which makes use of these methods 
inappropriate for biomedical applications. For these reasons, finding the functionalization 
routes for carbon nanoparticles which can utilize mild reaction conditions and 
inexpensive reagents is important. For that reason, we have chosen for the present study a 
polyol-type reagent, such as sucrose, since it contains as many as eight hydroxyl groups 
per molecule, is highly soluble in water, inexpensive, and is also of biomedical 
importance as a carbohydrate playing an important role in human nutrition and health. 
Besides biomedical field, the sucrose functionalized carbon nanostructures are expected 
to find applications in polymer nanocomposites due to improved dispersion enabled by 
sucrose functional groups. 
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The second project was focused on amino- functionalized nanotubes utilized as 
nanofillers. Nanotube-reinforced epoxy systems are promising materials to deliver 
superior properties of carbon nanotubes. However, intrinsic van der Waals attraction of 
the nanotubes to each other holds them together as bundles deteriorating solubility of 
nanotubes in most solvents. Nanotubes tend to remain as entangled agglomerates, and 
homogeneous dispersion in polymer is not easily obtained. Furthermore, poor interfacial 
bonding limits load transfer from nanotubes to polymer matrix. In this situation, 
nanotubes are pulled out from the matrix rather than fractured which limits significant 
reinforcement role of SWNTs. A number of recent research efforts have used carbon 
nanotubes for epoxy polymer reinforcement" . Some strategies were proposed to 
overcome various difficulties for accomplishing dispersion including ultrasonication, 
high shear mixing, surfactants and chemical modification. However all aforementioned 
methods include preliminary dispersion of carbon nanotubes in organic solvent. The 
solution is mixed with polymer matrix at elevated temperature to initiate evaporation of 
the solvent which causes voids in polymer matrix impairing its mechanical properties. 
This thesis demonstrates functionalization of fluorinated nanotubes with 
diethyltoluenediamine used as curing agent for epoxy resins. The functionalized 
nanotubes can be dispersed directly in the mixture of curing agent and epoxy resin 
without any solvent providing sites for crosslinking with polymer matrix. With the 
addition of such epoxy tailored nanotubes, the tensile strength of the epoxy polymer 
increased 26% at loads as low as 0.15 wt%. The mechanisms for enhancement of the 
mechanical properties that we are able to achieve due to improved dispersion and 
interfacial bonding are discussed. 
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The goals of increasing solubility of carbon nanostructures and improving 
mechanical properties of epoxy/nanotube composites were accomplished. The processes 
and methods of chemical modification and characterization of carbon nanostructures are 
demonstrated in this thesis. 
1.1 Carbon Nanomaterials 
It is interesting to know that C6o fullerene, probably the most investigated 
molecule in chemistry in the past 20 years, was discovered when the conditions under 
which carbon nucleates in the atmosphere of red giant stars were simulated14. In 1991, 
Iijima15 found that when using the electric arc discharge evaporation method, some 
special form of "needle like species " was produced on one of the electrodes. Electron 
microscopy studies revealed that each needle was built up of coaxial tubes of graphitic 
sheets, ranging in number from 2 up to about 50. These species are nowadays known as 
multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). This unexpected revelation was followed 
two years later by the production of tubes of only one graphitic sheet, known as single-
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walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), by Iijima and Ichihashi and Bethune et al., who 
independently found that by doping one of the electrodes, in the production method of 
MWCNTs, with some elements such as Fe and Co only SWCNTs were obtained. About a 
year before that, Ugarte found, when studying fullerenes and increasing the current in the 
electron microscope, that a new type of structure was produced in the form of Russian 
dolls known as carbon nano-onions18. Since this work focuses on investigation of carbon 
nanotubes, nano-onions and nanodiamonds, the following discussion is about physical 
and chemical properties of these allotropes of carbon. 
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Carbon Nanotubes. Current methods of carbon nanotube production include 
Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD), where carbon-based gas is deposited in a form of 
nanotubes on catalytic substrate; Laser Ablation, which is based on laser induced 
evaporation of graphite at high temperatures; and a relatively new technique called 
HiPco. HiPco stands for High Pressure Carbon Monoxide (CO). In this technique carbon 
nanotubes are produced by catalytic deposition of carbon monoxide gas at high 
temperatures and pressures. The disproportionation of carbon monoxide on metal 
nanoparticles supplies material for nanotube growth. 
One of the most challenging issues is how to determine what kinds of nanotubes 
come out of the reactor. Some of the best methods of carbon nanotube characterization 
are STM, Raman spectroscopy and photoluminescence spectroscopy. STM provides a 
well-resolved image of carbon nanotubes from which their length, diameter and chirality 
can ideally be determined. That technique is mostly useful for observing features of 
individual nanotubes. Raman spectroscopy offers a different way of characterization: 
carbon nanotubes were found to have diameter-specific breathing vibration modes that 
are active and resonance enhanced in Raman ' . Therefore knowing the frequencies of 
the breathing mode peaks in Raman spectrum, one can determine the diameters of carbon 
nanotubes that are present in the sample and have electronic resonances near the Raman 
laser wavelength. Finally, one of the latest and most powerful characterization techniques 
is semiconducting carbon nanotube photoluminescence. 
Unique properties of carbon nanotubes are determined by their structure. A single 
carbon nanotube can be represented as a graphene sheet rolled up in a cylinder (Fig. 1). 
Due to the fact that graphene sheet wrapping can happen along various directions there 
can be several resulting structures of single-walled carbon nanotubes. Each is defined by 
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the coordinates of its chiral (wrapping) vector. These coordinates, represented by indices 
n and m, indicate how many lattice vectors ai and &2 of the graphene lattice are needed to 
construct a particular chiral vector. For example, as seen from Figure 1 a, to construct the 
chiral vector of (9,4) carbon nanotube, one would need to add up nine ai and four a2 
vectors. 
The nanotube's diameter is the length of chiral vector divided by n. The other 
structural parameter is the chiral angle, between the chiral vector and a basis vector ai. It 
varies between 0 and 30 degrees. SWNTs with chiral angle of 0° are called zigzag 
structures whereas those with chiral angle of 30° are armchair structures. 
Figure 1. Carbon nanotube roll up diagram (a) and STM image of chiral SWNT 
(b)21-
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The last couple of decades of research in the realm of carbon nanotubes promised 
an amazing range of applications for these materials. Nowadays, carbon nanotubes found 
many large and small volume applications. The main nanomaterial utilized in those 
applications is MWNTs. MWNTs are produced in ton quantities for industrial 
applications which include battery electrode additives, composites for sport goods, and 
conducting polymers. MWNTs are also used as specific appliances such as scanning 
probe tips and catheters22. Unique properties of carbon nanotubes make them perfect 
material for variety of future applications such as electronics (field emission displays, 
FET, interconnects, electromechanical memory devices), multifunctional composites, 
bio-sensors, energy and environment (battery, supecapacitor and fuel cell electrodes, 
photovoltaic devices, thermal management)22. 
Carbon Nano-Onions. Unlike carbon nanotubes, nano-onions (CNO) remain the 
least studied allotrope of carbon so far. CNO are built of concentric fullerene-like shells 
that range from double- and triple-shelled to multilayered structures. Their size typically 
ranges from 5 to 50 nm. Since Ugarte first observed CNOs under the microscope, three 
main preparative methods have been described in the literature: (i) Kuznetsov et al. 
reported the production of extremely pure CNOs in high yields by annealing carbon 
nanodiamond particles at temperatures above 1200 °C ; (ii) more recently, Sano et al. 
described a method of producing CNOs that involves arcing between two graphite 
electrodes under water24, and (iii) Vander Wal et al. at NASA Glenn Research center 
produced CNOs in high yields by inductive heating of acetylene black soot at 3000 °C40. 
The carbon nano-onions obtained by these methodologies are rather different. The 
annealing of the ultradispersed nanodiamond particles (5 nm average) under vacuum 
produces mainly small CNOs with 6-8 shells (5 nm). The arcing of graphite under water, 
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however, leads to the formation of large CNOs with diameters in the range of 15-25 nm 
(20-30 shells) (Fig. 2). Scale bars represent 20 nm and 5 nm in the low and high-
resolution images, respectively25. NASA proprietary method produces the largest size 
CNOs, with the diameters ranging from 30 to 100 nm40. 
Carbon nano-onions were already shown to offer a variety of potential 
applications including optical limiting , solar cells, field emission , and fuel cell 
electrodes . 
Figure. 2. High (a) and low-resolution (b) TEM images of CNOs obtained by arcing . 
New avenues for CNO uses can be proposed based on ability of filling the cavities 
in their hollow nanostructures with nanoparticles, which are expected to enable potential 
applications ranging from nanomagnets to systems for easy handling and protection of 
air-sensitive materials2 ' °. The unique graphitic multilayer morphology also makes CNO 
materials very attractive candidates for studies of tribological friction and wear 
properties31'96. 
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The majority of the investigations about the chemical functionalization of CNOs 
have been carried out only with large CNOs, which were produced by the arc-discharge 
method. Due to their huge dimensions, they exhibit poor solubilities in most organic 
solvents. However, recent studies of CNO, show that surface modification through 
chemical treatment, e.g., fluorination, can significantly affect their friction properties as 
well as bring improvement in solubility in polar solvents and increase the chemical 
reactivity of CNO, enabling a variety of functionalization reactions. These studies also 
demonstrate the potential of chemistry on curved graphene surface as opposed to planar 
graphite. Therefore, exploration of chemical functionalization of CNO is attractive from 
both the fundamental chemistry and applications standpoints. 
Nanodiamonds. In recent years, a number of techniques for the preparation of 
nanocrystalline diamond or nanodiamond (Fig. 3) have been developed32'33. Particularly, 
the detonation method from powerful explosive mixtures (TNT and RDX) has made a 
nanodiamond powder commercially available in ton quantities which enabled many 
engineering application and promoted a search for new application fields for diamond. 
Nanodiamond powders prepared by explosive techniques present a novel class of 
nanomaterials possessing unique surface properties. Due to the very small particle size 
(2-10 nm), a larger percentage of atoms in nanodiamonds are contributing to the defect 
sites on grain boundaries than in single crystal natural or microcrystalline synthetic 
diamonds. For example, in the individual 4.3 nm size spherical particles of nanodiamond, 
consisting of about 7200 carbon atoms, nearly 1100 atoms are located on the surface. For 
this reason, the surface modification of the nanosize diamond grains can affect the bulk 
properties of this material more strongly than those of micro- and macroscale diamonds. 
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Figure 3. High resolution TEM image of raw detonation diamond . 
Nanodiamond powders can be used as abrasive pastes and suspensions for high-
precision polishing; nanodiamond-polymer composites are going to be applied for 
manufacturing of aircrafts, cars, and ships as well as in hard and wear-resistant coatings. 
They are considered as potential medical agents due to high adsorption capacity, high 
specific surface area, and chemical inertness. Applications of nanodiamonds were 
demonstrated in the fabrication of cathodes in field emission displays, and 
nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) and were suggested for the design of biosensors 
as stable biologically active substrates for DNA modification34"38. Nanocrystalline 
diamond forms agglomerates with size of approximately 200 nm where nanoparticles are 
held together by hydrogen bonds between functional groups such as COOH, OH, SO3H, 
NH2, which are always present on the surface of powder particles. The functional 
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moieties are formed during the explosion. Thus, chemical modification of the surface of 
nanocrystalline diamond is crucial for reaching its unique properties by improving 
dispersion. 
1.2 Chemical Modification of Carbon Nanomaterials 
Fullerenes, nanotubes, nanodiamonds, nano-onions constitute a new class of 
carbon nanomaterials with unique mechanical, optical, electronic and tribological 
properties offering many opportunities for their applications . The ability to custom 
synthesize nanomaterials with attached functional groups has opened up new and broader 
avenues to design high surface area materials with enhanced solubility, molecular 
interaction, photochemical and electrochemical activity. All nanosized carbon structures 
tend to self-assemble into agglomerates in which from several particles up to a hundred 
are held together by van der Waals forces. For many applications, e.g., in nanocomposites 
and bio-medical drug delivery systems, the separation of individual nanoparticles from 
their agglomerates is becoming essential. This would improve the dispersion and 
solubilization of the nanoparticles in common organic solvents and/or water, needed for 
their processing and manipulation. To solve this problem, the approaches based on non-
covalent and covalent functionalization of nanoparticles are being pursued39. The 
covalent functionalization leads to attachment of various functional groups to the surface 
of nanoparticles through covalent bonds while non-covalent functionalization leads to 
phsysisorption of molecules onto the surface of nanoparticles. This study is based on 
preparation and utilization of covalently or chemically modified nanostructures. This 
chapter provides a review of the results on chemical functionalization of carbon 
nanotubes, nanodiamonds and nano-onions. 
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Fluorination of Carbon Nanomaterials. The direct fluorination of carbon 
nanomaterials and their subsequent derivatization was proven to be a versatile tool for the 
preparation of chemically modified nanomaterials40"42. Fluorination is used as an 
effective method to control surface properties of carbon nanostructures and, therefore, 
their chemical reactivity. Previous studies demonstrated novel properties of fluorinated 
compounds43. 
Carbon nanotubes. The direct fluorination of the SWNTs with elementary 
fluorine was carried out in 199844 and became the first example of sidewall 
functionalization of single-wall type of nanotubes. The fluoronanotubes, produced by the 
fluorination of SWNTs, represent a new family of nanoscale fluorocarbon materials. 
Fluorination was accomplished in a Monel reactor with a mixture of gaseous fluorine, 
helium and catalytic gas (hydrogen or hydrogen fluoride). It was shown that different 
types of SWNTs require different fluorination conditions. High resolution TEM images 
(Figure 4) show significantly different surface morphology for fluoronanotube sample in 
comparison with the pristine SWNTs. Smooth sidewall surfaces of thick SWNT bundles 
(Figure 4a) change to a "bumpy" appearance after the fluorination (Figure 4b) that can be 
related to a great number of sp3 carbon-carbon bonds formed via addition of fluorine. 
Significant reduction in bundle size is also noted for the fluoronanotubes (Figure 4b). 
The HiPco nanotubes have smaller average diameters (~ lnm) than SWNTs 
prepared by arc-discharge and laser ablation methods and, therefore, due to higher 
curvature are more reactive. Fluoronanotubes produced at low temperatures of up to 200 
°C (depending on nanotube diameter), showed an ionic or semi-ionic character of the C-F 
bonds, while at higher temperatures, the C-F bonds became more covalent in nature. 
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Figure 4. High resolution TEM images of SWNT samples: (a) pristine SWNTs, (b) 
fluoronanotubes39. 
Since the fluorination has shown to be a powerful tool for surface modification of 
SWNTs, its application was also extended to double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWNTs). 
As in the case of SWNTs, the fluorination studies45 were motivated by the need for 
chemical functionalization of DWNTs which are believed to be more thermally and 
chemically stable and mechanically stronger than even SWNTs. Fluorination of multi-
wall carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) was also successfully performed46. 
Carbon nano-onions. The fluorinated CNO were first prepared and studied in 
2005 . The fluorination conditions required higher temperatures, usually above 350 °C, 
than for SWNTs due to much lower surface curvature and therefore lower chemical 
reactivity of CNO. The fluorinated at 350 °C CNO particles contained fluorine only on 
the outer layers (Fig. 5). They were soluble in alcohols and DMF similarly with other 
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fluorinated nanocarbons. 
Figure 5. High resolution TEM images of carbon NO samples: (A) pristine CNOs, (B) 
fluorinated CNO43. 
Nanodiamond. Fluorination temperature needed for activation of nanodiamond 
surface is usually above 300 °C, which demonstrates the inertness of diamond 
nanocrystallites. Fluorination process also requires catalyst gas which was HF that forms 
after passing hydrogen gas along with fluorine. The C-F bonds are likely to be formed on 
defect sites including locations of initially present functional groups. The fluorinated 
nanodiamond derivatives show an improved solubility in polar solvents, a dramatically 
reduced particle agglomeration (Fig. 6), and an ability of chemical displacement of 
fluorine by amino reagents and other nucleophiles. Thus, fluorinated nanodiamond is an 
excellent precursor for further chemical modification that significantly broadens 
engineering and biomedical applications of the material. 
Derivatization of Fluorinated Carbon Nanomaterials. Fluorinated nanocarbons 
are better electron acceptors than their pristine counterparts and therefore they should 
more eagerly interact with strong nucleophilic reagents. 
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Figure 6. SEM images of nanodiamond samples before (a) and after fluorination (b) 
Chemical reactions are also facilitated by the fact that the C-F bonds in 
fluorinated nanomaterials are weaker than the C-F bonds in alkyl fluorides owing to an 
eclipsing strain effect, and thus fluorine could be more easily displaced or removed by 
using wet chemistry methods. Table 1 summarizes some basic (but not all) chemical 
reactions with fluorinated nanotubes, nanodiamonds and nano-onions. 
Table 1. Chemical derivatives of fluorinated nanocarbons. 
Fluorinated 
Nanocarbons 
F-SWNTs 
F-ND 
F-CNO 
Chemical Reagents 
RLi 
reagents 
y 
y 
Alkoxides 
y 
y 
Diamines 
y 
y 
y 
Aminoacids 
y 
y 
Aminoalcohols 
and 
Thio derivatives 
y 
y 
Amino 
silanes 
y 
y 
Grignard 
reagents 
y 
Acyl 
Peroxides 
y 
The reactions of fluorinated nanodiamonds and nano-onions with alkoxides were 
first performed during the work on this thesis. Thus, as it can be concluded from the table 
1, the number of synthesized nanodiamond and nano-onion derivatives is still scarce. 
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It is important to mention the "chemical scissor" method for chemical cutting of 
the single-wall carbon nanotubes to 20-200 nanometer lengths by utilizing partial 
fluorination and pyrolysis of SWNTs97. This method opens additional opportunities for 
the functionalization chemistry and studies of the length related properties of the cut 
nanotubes. 
Just in a few years fluorination became an important and efficient 
functionalization tool in carbon nanomaterials chemistry. Fluorine groups attached to the 
surface of nanocages facilitate an exfoliation of the bundles and deagglomeration due to 
repulsive interactions. They also enable dispersion and solubilization of nanomaterials in 
organic solvents, providing for the best solubility in alcohols due to hydrogen bond 
interaction between hydroxyl protons and fluorine. The solubility of fluorinated 
nanomaterials, weakened C-F bonds and activated bonds permit a solution-phase 
chemistry leading to addition reactions and displacement of fluorine by the electron-reach 
and nucleophilic functional groups. These functional groups also assist in disintegration 
of nanoparticle agglomerates and dispersion in polymers and ceramics, crucial for 
nanocomposites fabrication. The fluorinated nanomaterials thus serve as versatile 
precursors for novel derivatives which in their turn can be used as new nanoscale 
materials. 
Other Methods of Functionalization. Carbon nanotubes have been known for 
more than a decade since their discovery in 1991 by Iijima. Thus, chemical properties of 
carbon nanotubes are much better understood than chemical properties of other carbon 
nanomaterials. Carbon nanotubes usually contain large quantities of residual catalyst 
material and require purification that involves oxidation. Therefore, detailed studies of 
the stability and reactivity of carbon nanotubes towards different oxidants were carried 
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out. Treatments of SWNTs by sonication in HN03 or H2S04/ HNO3 and H2SO4/H2O2 
mixtures48 were found to cut the nanotubes by oxidizing/etching action to lengths ranging 
from 100 nm to 1 micron and generate carboxyl groups predominantly on nanotube open 
ends, according to IR and C NMR studies. It was shown that the smaller diameter 
SWNTs are oxidized in air more rapidly than the larger diameter nanotubes49. The 
increased reactivity of smaller diameter SWNTs was also observed in experiments using 
room temperature oxidation by ozone. The carboxylic acid groups (COOH), created at 
the open ends of the SWNTs, have been utilized in further chemical modifications by 
converting them into the corresponding acid chloride using SOCI2. Subsequent treatment 
of such obtained SWNT-COC1 with NH2(CH2)nSH yielded an amide linkage of the 
nanotube end to the alkanethiol. The formation of a free thiol moiety has been verified by 
tethering the end of the nanotube to 10 nm diameter colloidal gold particles and imaging 
by AFM48. The alike thiol derivatized SWNTs have been assembled on gold substrates in 
orientation normal to the surface providing an ordered arrays of SWNTs useful for 
various applications, e.g., in field emission devices. 
Carbon nanotubes are well-known as free radical scavengers that readily react at 
80-90 °C with acyl peroxides, such as benzoyl, succinyl, glutaryl and lauroyl peroxides50. 
Carbon nanotubes were successfully functionalized with a variety of moieties, such as 
amines, carbonyls, alkyls etc. by utilizing Li/liquid ammonia method51. 
Unlike carbon nanotubes, only few studies considered direct functionalization of 
pristine carbon nano-onions and nanodiamond particles ' . Those papers describe 
chemical modification of carbon nano-onions by harsh oxidation and subsequent 
derivatization with amino terminated polyethylene glycol52. In (53) authors use different 
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approach and were able to obtain nanodiamond derivatives by photochemical 
modification enabling covalent attachment of DNA molecules. 
1.3 Applications of Functionalized Carbon Nanomaterials 
Nanocrystalline diamond and carbon nano-onions are promising materials for 
future applications. Although, they cannot be found in any commercial products, 
engineers are going to use these nanocarbons for thermal management, devices (MEMS), 
spectroscopy and acoustics. Nanodiamond and especially nano-onions have outstanding 
tribological properties and can be utilized as solid lubricants '5S. 
Among many contemporary and future applications of nanocarbons, I would like 
to detail two particular applications, which are in the focus of this thesis: biomedical 
applications and nanotube composites. 
Nanomaterials in Biology and Medicine. The advent of nanotechnology has 
brought a revolution to many aspects of biomedicine creating new branch -
nanomedicine. Nanomaterials are investigated for variety of applications in drug 
delivery, bio-sensing as well as tissue, cell and organ engineering. 
Carbon nanotubes are among the most promising materials for future applications 
in biomedicine. However the toxicity and biocompatibility of carbon nanotubes are very 
crucial for that kind of applications. In vitro and in vivo studies on guinea pigs and rats 
showed evidence of lung inflammation on exposure of these animals to pristine 
nanotubes56. The nanotubes utilized in this study were not purified and the presence of 
metal ions attached to nanotubes is believed to be an important reason for their toxicity. 
The study by Garibaldi et al.57 reported the administration of highly purified carbon 
nanotubes to rat heart lines and the results revealed no evident toxicity. However, the 
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toxicity of the nanotubes is thought to be due to their insolubility. The toxicity of carbon 
nanotubes can be significantly reduced by chemical functionalization that increases their 
solubility. Therefore, it is possible to modify carbon nanotubes so as to enable minimum 
to none adverse tissue response. 
In an attempt to investigate the possibility of SWNTs as drug delivery vehicles, 
Wu et al. in (58) explored double functionalization of nanotubes with fluorescent marker 
and an antibiotic amphotericin B which is used in the treatment of chronic fungal 
infections. The double functionalization enabled simultaneous linking of the fluorescent 
probes for tracking the uptake of nanotubes as well as antibiotic moiety as the active 
molecule. In this study, the antifungal activity of SWNTs was assessed against three 
species of fungi that infect humans. Antibiotic agent conjugated with carbon nanotubes 
was found to preserve its high antifungal activity. 
In another study by Pastorin59 the anticancer drug methotrexate was covalently 
attached to amino-functionalized nanotubes. SWNTs were found to effectively internalize 
in the cytoplasm of cancer cells, and the limited uptake of methotrexate was enhanced 
due to its conjugation to carbon nanotubes. 
The study described in (60) reported the utilization of SWNTs as components for 
engineering a novel nanotube-based gene delivery vector system. Carbon nanotubes 
functionalized with amino-groups and DNA molecules electrostatically attached to the 
sidewalls penetrated the cell membranes and were taken up into the cells. The authors 
report low cytotoxicity and gene expression leveling up to 10 times higher than those 
associated with naked DNA. 
Carbon nanotubes offer a unique potential to develop smart materials to meet 
specific mechanical and electrical properties. These properties can be optimized to suit 
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specific applications in areas such as bone development where materials must be rigid 
and yet elastic. The ability to alter the biopolymer materials conductivity also provides 
the opportunity to modulate cell interactions and functions by applying electric field. This 
process can be used for most tissues, especially those that respond in a positive way to 
electrical stimulation. Some of them include bone, nerve and cardiac tissue engineering. 
High surface area and biocompatibility and strong electron affinity of carbon 
nanomaterials make them suitable for free radical scavenging. This area of nanomedicine 
is hardly investigated. Most studies have been performed on fullerenes and carbon 
nanotubes. Although it was found that unpurified nanotubes create sources of free 
radicals in cells, carbon nanotubes with no residual metal catalyst particles were proven 
to be effective free radical scavengers. Fenoglio et al.61 utilized purified MWNTs 
dispersed in aqueous solution to demonstrate excellent scavenging properties of MWNTs 
toward hydroxyl and superoxide radicals. Chemical functionalization of nanotube surface 
can make them even more efficient free radical scavenger. Solubility in water and organic 
solvents is another demand for future applications in biomedicine. 
Nanodiamond is found to be suitable material for integrated biosensing and signal 
processing due to its electrical and chemical properties . A desire to integrate 
biomolecules with microelectronics for integrated sensing and signal processing is 
fuelling interest in chemical and biological modification of the group IV semiconductors. 
One of the biggest challenges for integrating microelectronics and biotechnology is the 
need to develop interfaces that are compatible with microelectronics processing methods, 
and that also provide the requisite selectivity and stability when exposed to biological 
environments. Although microelectronic-compatible materials such as silicon, glass and 
gold can be biologically modified, degradation of the interfaces has been a persistent 
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problem, inhibiting the development of integrated biological sensors. Diamond is 
especially attractive because, in addition to having good electrical and chemical 
properties, it is widely considered to be biocompatible62, and can be deposited as a 
robust, thin film on silicon and other microelectronic compatible substrates at moderate 
temperatures that are compatible with microelectronics processing. 
DNA modified nanocrystalline films were prepared in (62) and demonstrated a 
strong sensitivity for particular viruses. Being fully compatible with microelectronics 
materials, nanodiamond films also demonstrated good chemical stability providing a 
unique opportunity for integration of DNA and other biomaterials with microelectronics. 
While fullerenes are found to be excellent free radical scavengers due to their 
high electron affinity and surface area, other materials such as nanodiamond particles and 
nano-onions have not been investigated in-depth as scavengers. Research in this area 
would require materials of high purity and various chemical properties which can be 
achieved by surface modification of aforementioned carbon nanoparticles. 
Carbon Nanotube Polymer Composites. Carbon nanotubes are among the 
strongest and stiffest fibers known, with Young's moduli as high as 1 TPa and tensile 
strength of up to 63 GPa. They also have remarkable electronic properties and can be 
metallic and semiconducting depending on their structure and diameter. Many of these 
outstanding properties can be best exploited by incorporating the nanotubes into a 
suitable matrix, therefore, preparation of nanotube-containing composite materials is 
now a rapidly growing research and development field. In many cases, these composites 
have employed polymer matrices, but there is also interest in other matrix materials, such 
as ceramics and metals. 
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A commonly used method for preparing nanotube/polymer composites has 
involved mixing of nanotube dispersions with solutions of the polymer and then 
evaporating the solvents in a controlled way. Nanotubes are often pretreated chemically 
to facilitate solubilization. The most common method is acid treatment of SWNTs or 
MWNTs to prepare stable aqueous solutions of catalytically produced nanotubes. 
Nanotube/polymer composite is then obtained by simply mixing aqueous solutions with 
polymer and casting the mixtures as films evaporating water. Different groups 
demonstrated nanotube composites based on PVA (polyvinyl alcohol), PMMA 
(polymethylmethacrylate) and polystyrene matrices63. The solution based method is 
limited to polymers that freely dissolve in common solvents. 
As an alternative approach, shear mixing can be used for thermoplastic materials 
to obtain a homogeneous dispersion of nanotubes and extrusion to produce nanotube 
alignment64. 
Nanocomposites based on thermoset polymers were first demonstrated by Ajayan 
et al65 in 1994. In this study, purified carbon nanotubes were embedded into epoxy resin 
which was then cut into slices with a diamond knife. It turned out that nanotubes were 
aligned in the direction of the knife movement. The alignment was a consequence of 
extensional or shear flow of the matrix produced by cutting. In addition, carbon 
nanotubes were found to have a catalyzing effect on the cure reaction in epoxy. 
An alternative method for preparing nanotube/polymer composites is to use the 
monomer rather than the polymer as a starting material, and then carry out in situ 
polymerization66. In the techniques described so far, the aim has been to produce 
composites in which the nanotubes are distributed evenly throughout the polymer. 
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Covalent functionalization provides means for engineering the nanotube/polymer 
interface for optimal composite properties. With respect to mechanical properties, for 
example, the interfacial adhesion could be modified through covalent or noncovalent 
interactions between the functional groups on the nanotube and the polymer matrix to 
maximize load transfer. Molecular simulation by Frankland et al. predicted that chemical 
bonding between SWNT and the polymer matrix with only 0.3% grafting density can 
increase the shear strength of a polymer-nanotube interface by over an order of 
magnitude67. The open-end functionalization method is widely reported and uses an 
oxidative route (usually by refluxing in nitric acid) to form shortened nanotubes bearing 
carboxylic acid end groups that are subsequently converted into other functional groups 
via standard condensation reactions. Alternatively, various reaction protocols can 
covalently functionalize primarily the sidewalls of the nanotubes, which is comparatively 
less destructive to the nanotube length. 
A notable drawback of covalent functionalization is the disruption of the extended 
n conjugation in nanotubes. While the impact of disrupted n conjugation is limited for 
mechanical and probably thermal properties, the impact on electrical properties is 
expected to be profound because each covalent functionalization site scatters electrons. 
However, functional moieties on nanotubes typically provide better interfacial load 
transfer via bonding and/or entanglement with the polymer matrix. Noncovalent 
functionalization is an alternate method for tuning the interfacial properties of nanotubes. 
Star et al. achieved such functionalization by adsorbing different polymers onto SWNT to 
improve the SWNT solubilization . 
The tensile strength of polymer nanotube composites is found to increase with 
nanotube loading, dispersion and alignment in the matrix. However, the results at low 
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nanotube concentrations typically remain far behind the idealized theoretical predictions. 
The gap between the predictions and experimental results arises from imperfect 
dispersion and poor load transfer. Even modest nanotube agglomeration impacts the 
diameter and length distribution of the filler and overall is likely to decrease the aspect 
ratio and therefore mechanical poperties. In addition, nanotube agglomeration reduces the 
modulus of the filler relative to that of isolated nanotubes because there are only weak 
dispersive forces between nanotubes. Ajayan et al. concluded from Raman spectra that 
slippage occurs within single-wall nanotube ropes and between the shells of multiwall 
nanotubes and may limit stress transfer in nanotube/polymer composites69. While the load 
transfer at the nanotube/polymer interface is certainly less than ideal, there are several 
reports of strong interactions. For example, Wagner et al. found that the average 
interfacial stress required to remove a single MWNT from the polyethylenebutene matrix 
is 47 MPa, which is about 10 times larger than the adhesion level between the same type 
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of polymer and carbon fibers ; this example demonstrates the importance of filler size on 
the interfacial strength. It is important to understand the mechanism of interfacial 
adhesion at the molecular level to further optimize the interface in nanocomposite 
systems. 
Improving the electrical conductivity of bulk polymers is important in a number 
of applications. For example, in some aircraft components, enhanced conductivity is 
required to provide electrostatic discharge and electromagnetic radio frequency 
interference protection. Static electrical dissipation is also needed in other applications, 
including computer housings and exterior automotive parts. Five orders of magnitude 
enhancement in electrical conductivity has been achieved with a very small loading (0.1 
wt % or less) of nanotubes in the polymer matrices, while maintaining the other 
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performance aspects of the polymers such as optical clarity, mechanical properties, low 
melt flow viscosities71. Other studies have involved the incorporation of nanotubes into 
conducting polymers such as polyaniline. Still further work has been aimed at specific 
applications such as photovoltaic devices or supercapacitors. In many cases, improved 
mechanical properties have been valuable by-product of the inclusion of nanotubes. 
2. Sucrose Functionalized, Water-Soluble Nanomaterials: Carbon Nanotubes, 
Nano-Onions and Nanodiamonds 
Due to the extraordinary mechanical, electronic, thermal and tribological 
properties of SWNT, NO and ND particles, they offer significant potential as components 
for design of new functional materials and devices.72"77 Development of methods for 
solubilization of nanoparticles is essential for enabling their processing for wide range of 
applications in polymer composites, coatings, ceramics and biomaterials. Specifically, 
water-soluble carbon nanostructures have attracted much recent attention for a number of 
biomedical applications, including biosensing and drug delivery.1 It is expected that 
organic molecules possessing the terminal carboxyl, amide, hydroxyl and other 
hydrophilic moieties can serve as the reagents of choice to tailor properties of 
nanomaterials for these applications. 
In this study, water solubilization of carbon nanostructured materials 
(nanocarbons), single walled nanotubes (SWNT), nano-onions (NO) and nanodiamonds 
(ND), has been achieved through covalent sidewall functionalization by fluorination and 
subsequent derivatization with sucrose. The covalent bonding of sucrose to the surface of 
the fluorinated nanocarbons was attained by a one-step fluorine substitution reaction with 
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sucrose-derived lithium alkoxide which involved sonication in organic solvent (DMF) at 
room temperature. This chemical process provides a simple, inexpensive, and easy to 
scale up method for chemical modification of SWNT, NO and ND surfaces to produce 
sucrose-functionalized carbon nanostructures that become soluble in water as well as in 
DMF, ethanol and other polar solvents. The sucrose-functionalized nanocarbon particles 
are expected to be biocompatible due to abundance of hydroxyl groups. These new 
derivatized nanocarbons can be exploited in variety of bio-medical and engineering 
applications for drug delivery, and design of polymer composites, ceramics, and hybrid 
materials. 
2.1 Experimental 
Materials. Fluorinated SWNT (F-SWNT) of approximately C2F stoichiometry 
were obtained from Carbon Nanotechnology Inc. (batch F-0219-1). AFM analysis has 
shown that more than 90 % of these F-SWNTs are relatively short, with length 
distribution in the range of 200-700 nm and average diameter of about 1.3 nm. The 
carbon nano-onions (CNO) used in the present work were received in a powder form. 
The CNO powder was made from carbon black soot by proprietary inductive heating 
batch method that produces very high purity material in large quantities with CNO 
diameters ranging from 30 to 100 nm79. Nanodiamond (ND) powder produced by 
detonation explosion method was purchased from Nanostructured and Amorphous 
Materials Inc. ND particle sizes ranged from 3.5 to 6.5 nm. For fluorination of CNO and 
ND powders, fluorine (10%)-helium (90%) gas mixture was purchased from Spectra 
Gases. 
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Methods. The fluorination of nanocarbon powders was carried out in a custom-
built fluorination apparatus described elsewere . Direct fluorination was used to attach 
fluorine atoms to the surface of CNO and ND particles at reaction temperatures of 350 °C 
and 310 °C, respectively, by following the procedure developed earlier.43'80 The fluorine 
content in the fluorinated CNO and ND ((F-NO and F-ND) powders was 44.2 and 14.0 
at. %, respectively, according to X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) data (Table 2). 
Sucrose functionalization of all fluorinated carbon nanostructures was carried out 
using the same procedure. First, 50 mg each of F-SWNT, F-NO, and F-ND were 
dispersed in DMF by sonication for 90 minutes in 100 W bath sonicator to obtain a 
suspension having an approximately lmg/mL concentration. In a separate vial, sucrose 
lithium alkoxide (LiOR) solution was prepared by sonicating an equimolar amounts of 
sucrose and lithium hydroxide in DMF at room temperature also for 90 minutes. In a final 
step, two solutions were combined into one flask and sonicated at room temperature for 
another 90 min to initiate the reaction between fluorinated carbon nanostructures and 
LiOR (Chart 1). Optimal results were obtained when 5:1 molar ratio of LiOR to 
fluorinated carbon material was used. After the reaction, DMF was removed at 50 °C in 
vacuum using rotary evaporator, solid residue dissolved in water, the functionalized 
products, Suc-SWNT and Suc-NO collected on 0.2 urn Teflon, Suc-ND on 0.05 
polycarbonate membranes, washed with large amounts of water to assure complete 
removal of non-bonded sucrose, then dried overnight in a vacuum dessicator at room 
temperature. 
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Table 2. XPS elemental analysis data (at. %) for fluorinated and sucrose functionalized 
carbon nanostructures (Suc-SWNT, Suc-ND, Suc-NO). 
Functionalized 
nanocarbons 
F-SWNT 
Suc-SWNT 
F-ND 
Suc-ND 
F-NO 
Suc-NO 
Cls 
62.6 
70.1 
79.1 
81.6 
55.7 
73.5 
Fls 
35.7 
18.4 
14.0 
12.7 
44.2 
21.8 
Ols 
1.7 
11.5 
5.1 
5.7 
0.1 
4.7 
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Chart 1. Preparation of sucrose functionalized nanocarbons: Suc-SWNT, Suc-NO and 
Suc-ND 
The epoxy derivatization of Suc-SWNT yielding Epoxy-SWNT product was 
carried out by dispersing 50 mg of Suc-SWNT in 200 mL in dry aceton, adding 12 mg of 
4,4'-methylenebis(phenylisocyanate) and stirring at room temperature for 24 hours. Then 
10 mg of glycidol were added and the mixture stirred for another 24 hours (Chart 2). 
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Epoxy-SWNT product formed was precipitated onto 0.2 urn Teflon membrane through 
filtration of the mixture. 
Suc-SWNT 
-C^O NCO 
acetone 2. HOCHf 
O 
Epoxy-SWNT 
Chart 2. Derivatization of Suc-SWNT through subsequent coupling reactions with 4,4' 
methylenebis(phenylisocyanate) (step 1) and glycidol (step 2). 
Characterization. Fluorinated and sucrose functionalized SWNT, CNO and ND 
materials were characterized by FTIR, Raman, UV-Vis, TGA, XPS, SEM, TEM and 
AFM methods. The FTIR spectral measurements were performed using a Thermo Nicolet 
Nexus 670 FTIR Spectrometer. The transmission mode FTIR spectra were collected from 
samples pressed into KBr pellets. The Raman spectra were collected with a Renishaw 
1000 microraman system operating with a 514-nm and 780 nm laser sources. UV-Vis 
spectra were obtained using a Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer. Thermal 
degradation analyses were done with a TA-SDT-2960 TGA-DTA analyzer by heating 
samples in platinum pans from room temperature to 800°C in argon atmosphere. XPS 
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data were collected with PHI Quantera X-ray photoelectron spectrometer using 
monochromatic Al Ka radiation source with a power setting of 95.4 W and analyzer pass 
energy of 26 eV. To examine surface morphology, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
was performed at 30 kV beam energy in high vacuum mode using FEI Quanta 400 ESEM 
FEG. Transmission electron microscopy images were obtained using a JEOL JEM-2010 
electron microscope operating at an accelerating voltage of 100 kV. AFM was done with 
Nanoscope IIIA AFM equipped with a Silicon tip. 
2.2 Results and Discussion 
Sucrose Functionalization of Nanocarbons. Sucrose is a non-reducing 
disaccharide, and for that reason considered relatively stable toward alkali-catalyzed 
degradation proceeding very slowly at ambient temperatures. Our treatment of sucrose 
solution in DMF by alkali (LiOH) under sonication at room temperature yielded a sucrose 
lithium alkoxide (LiOR) solution (Chart 1) which showed no color, unlike intense brown-
colored products observed to appear in refluxed water solutions (100°C) of sucrose in the 
presence of alkali due to degradation of sucrose81'82. The subsequent reactions of LiOR 
with F-SWNT, F-NO, and F-ND were also carried out in DMF since these fluorinated 
nanocarbons were shown to be soluble in DMF40;43;78;83;84. The final products, Suc-SWNT 
and Suc-NO, were isolated by straightforward precipitation on Teflon filter membrane 
from DMF solutions. The separation of much smaller size Suc-ND nanoparticles was done 
after the solvent was evaporated under vacuum first and then the obtained solid residue 
washed by water on a polycarbonate membrane. Since evaporation of DMF required 
heating at 50 °C, the batch solution was observed to turn light-yellow indicating that some 
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degree of alkali-induced degradation of sucrose groups in Suc-ND could possibly take 
place. 
FTIR Spectroscopy. The FTIR spectra provide structural information on the 
functional groups present on the surface of carbon nanoparticles before and after the 
derivatization reaction. Figure 7 displays FTIR spectra of F-SWNTs (top) and Suc-
SWNTs (medium). In the spectrum of F-SWNT sample the absorption band of the C-F 
stretch shows at 1204 cm"1, while the band of activated sidewall C=C stretches appears 
near 1537 cm"1 in agreement with the IR characterization data on fluorinated HipCO 
SWNTs40;78;83. In the spectra of Suc-SWNTs, the strong broad peak at 3429 cm"1 
corresponds to O-H stretches and two peaks between 2800-3000 cm"1 are due to the C-H 
stretches of the sucrose functional groups. The small peak at 1632 cm" is most likely 
related to moisture absorbed on the hydrophilic surface of Suc-SWNT. Peaks, observed at 
1542 cm"1 and in the 1350-1460 cm"1 region, are related to an activated sidewall C=C 
stretching and sucrose C-H bending motions, respectively. Shoulder peak near 1200 cm"1 
is most likely due to the C-C stretches, while a strong bands at 1091 and 1022 cm"1 and a 
weaker band at 796 cm" characterize the sucrose C-0 stretching modes ' . 
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Figure 7. FTIR spectra of functionalized carbon nanotubes: F-SWNT, Suc-SWNT, and 
Epoxy-SWNT. 
The spectrum of fluorinated CNO (Fig. 8a) shows a dominant peak at 1209 cm"1 
which belongs to the stretching vibrations of the tertiary C-F bonds55 formed by covalent 
addition of fluorine to graphite-like layers in the CNO. A very weak absorption observed 
in the spectra at 1574 cm"1 is assigned to the vibrational mode of the "fluoroolefinic" C=C 
bonds in F-NO which become IR active due to breaking of the aromatic structure of the 
CNO graphene layers through the addition of fluorine. The band of the C-F stretch 
weakens and shifts to in the spectrum of Sue-NO (Fig. 8a) along with the appearance of 
the peaks characterizing the sucrose moieties85 at 3400 cm"1 (O-H stretch), 2917 and 2847 
cm'1 (C-H stretch), 1413 cm"1 (C-H deformation) and in the 1200-900 cm"1 range and at 
794 cm"1 (C-C and C-0 stretches). 
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The C-F stretches in F-ND appear in the 1100-1400 cm"1 range84 at higher 
wavenumbers than in F-SWNT and F-NO, indicating a stronger C-F bonding at the ND 
surface (Fig. 8b). Very weak bands at 1798 and 1630 cm"1 belong to residual surface C=0 
and C=C groups which remain virtually unchanged after transformation of F-ND into Suc-
ND. The FTIR spectrum of Suc-ND (Fig. 8b) shows the absorptions of sucrose O-H 
stretching vibrations at 3424 cm"1, C-H stretches and deformation modes at 2923, 2853 
cm"1, and 1465, 1413 cm'1, respectively, and C-C and C-0 stretches in the 1250-950 cm"1 
85:86 
region ' . 
Raman Spectroscopy. The Raman spectra (Fig. 9) provide evidence of sidewall 
functionalization of carbon nanotubes by showing a strong D-peak near 1300 cm" due to 
sp3 carbon-carbon bond40'78'83. It is also clear from comparison of spectra of fluorinated 
and sucrose functionalized carbon nanotubes (Fig. 9) that fluorine removal and 
substitution took place during the reaction resulting in bonding of sucrose molecules to the 
sidewalls. This is reflected by the decrease in intensity and upshift of the D-peak from 
1293 cm"1 in F-SWNTs to 1301 cm"1 in Suc-SWNTs, and upshift of the G-peak from 1580 
cm"1 in F-SWNT to 1582 cm"1 in Suc-SWNT. 
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Figure 8. FTIR spectra of functionalized carbon nanostructures: F-NO and Suc-NO (a), 
F-ND and Suc-ND (b). 
In contrast, the integrated D/G peak relative intensity in the Raman spectra of 
Suc-NO does not change significantly in comparison with F-NO besides a slight upshifts 
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of the peaks (Fig. 10a). Based on established earlier fact that F-NO is structurally built 
from fluorographene multi-layers55, the minor change observed in the Raman spectrum of 
Suc-NO can be explained by the substitution of fluorine by sucrose taking place only at 
the external surface layer in F-NO while the internal fluorinated layers remain intact. 
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Figure 9. Raman spectra (780 nm) of functionalized SWNTs. 
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Raman spectrum of fluoro-nanodiamond (F-ND) has the appearance similar to 
spectrum of pristine nanocrystalline diamond (ND) powder by showing two broad peaks 
at 1324 and 1630 cm"1 (Fig. 10b) which are slightly shifted from 1326 and 1625 cm"1 
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Figure 10. Raman spectra (514 nm) of functionalized nano-onions (a) and nanodiamonds 
(b). 
peaks observed for ND87"89. The first band is typical of nanosize diamond consisting of 
small atomic clusters of ordered sp3-bonded carbon. The second band at 1625-1630 cm"1 
indicates the presence of weakly ordered clusters of sp2-state carbons considered both as 
an impurity in the initial powder and partly as a constituent of the outer shells of 
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nanoparticles creating bonded sp2/sp3 state carbons so that not only aromatic but also 
isolated C=C double bonds are present on ND and F-ND surfaces87'88. 
In comparison with the F-ND, in the Raman spectrum of Suc-ND (Fig. 10b) two 
new stronger peaks at 1140 and 1537 cm"1 are found in addition to weaker "nanodiamond" 
peaks at 1327 and 1635 cm"1. These new peaks are not detected in the Raman spectra of 
Suc-SWNT and Suc-NO, synthesized under the same conditions as Suc-ND (see 
Experimental Section). By taking into consideration the possibility of LiOH mediated 
partial degradation of the sucrose structure in Suc-ND in the course of removal of DMF 
solvent from reaction batch on rotary evaporator, these bands can be attributed to 
vibrations of HC=C-0 units formed in the fructose or glucose rings of the sucrose 
structure during the secondary reactions . 
Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA). These studies present further verification 
of covalent derivatization of carbon nanostructures by sucrose molecules. The TGA/DTA 
plots for all sucrose-functionalized samples (Fig. lla-c) show weight loss in the 
temperature range as high as 200 - 350 °C which is due to detachment of sucrose from the 
surface of functionalized nanostructures followed by thermal degradation. The weight loss 
at temperatures above 400 °C is associated with removal of the residual fluorine from the 
surface of fluorinated and derivatized carbon nanoparticles in the form of CF4 ' ' ' . 
Sucrose functionalized single-walled carbon nanotubes exhibit the largest weight loss 
(Fig. 11a). This fact can be explained by the higher chemical reactivity of fluorinated 
nanotubes in comparison with the F-ND (Fig. lib) and F-NO (Fig. lie), and also by the 
fact that the internal carbon layers in the latter nanostructures remain intact and thus do 
not contribute into weight loss during TGA. From weight loss data, the degree of sidewall 
functionalization by sucrose in Suc-SWNTs was calculated to be 1 in 42 carbons. 
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Figure 11. TGA-DTA plots for sucrose functionalized carbon nanostructures: (a) Suc-
SWNT, (b) Suc-NO, (c) Suc-ND. 
X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). The results of XPS surface analysis, 
which usually provides sampling at only a few nanometers depth from the solid surface, 
showed carbon, fluorine and oxygen peaks for all samples. The elemental analysis data 
are summarized in Table 2. The high-resolution XPS Cls spectra of sucrose 
functionalized SWNTs, NO, and ND are shown on Figure 12. These data provide 
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information on the extent of fluorine removal from F-SWNT, F-NO, and F-ND both 
through displacement by sucrose and defluorination reactions. All fluorinated 
nanocarbons have shown the reduced content of fluorine after reactions with sucrose 
lithium alkoxide (LiOR). The most notable reduction in fluorine content was found for 
Suc-SWNT and Suc-NO derivatives, from 35.7 to 18.4 at.%, and 44.2 to 21.8 st.%, 
respectively, while for Suc-ND, the extent of fluorine content reduction was found to be 
much smaller, from 14.0 to 12.7 at.% (Table 1) indicating lower reactivity of the C-F 
bond in F-ND than in F-SWNT and F-NO. 
The high-resolution XPS C Is spectra of functionalized graphene type 
nanostructures, Suc-SWNT and Suc-NO (Fig. 12a,b), are quite similar, each showing a 
deconvoluted peaks at 284.5, 285.0-285.1, 286.0-286.2, 287.6, and 289.0-289.3 eV due to 
the C=C, C-C, C-O, C-CF and C-F bonded carbons, respectively. Although the 
deconvoluted peaks in the C1 s spectrum of functionalized nanodiamond, Suc-ND (Fig. 
12c) appear at positions close to those in Suc-SWNT and Suc-NO, they show 
significantly different relative intensities. For instance, the deconvoluted peak at 284.2 
eV shows very low intensity and most likely characterizes the sp2 carbons from the C=C 
bonds formed during partial thermal degradation of sucrose groups. The highest intensity 
peaks in this spectrum, at 287.4, 287.9, and 288.5 eV, are due to the sp carbons located 
in different bonding environments, such as C-CF, OC-C-CF, and C-F, respectively. The 
lower intensity peaks at 285.0, 286.9 and 289.5 eV characterize the sucrose group 
carbons of the C-C, C-0 and O-C-0 units. 
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Figure 12. Deconvoluted Cls peaks in the XPS of sucrose functionalized carbon 
nanostructures: (a) Suc-SWNT, (b) Suc-NO, (c) Suc-ND. 
Microscopy Analysis. Our previous studies of covalently functionalized carbon 
nanostructures by microscopy methods have shown that the combination of SEM, TEM 
and AFM is capable of providing the most informative data in support of occurrence of 
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surface functionalization when applied to functionalized SWNTs ' 5' ' 3' 4'9093. The 
microscopy data, obtained for sucrose-functionalized SWNTs, are shown on Figure 13. 
According to SEM image (Fig. 13a), the surface morphology and extent of nanotube 
bundling of Suc-SWNTs within bulk nanotube samples are different from pristine and 
fluorinated SWNTsHU'OOJ~ The presence of sucrose on the SWNT surface facilitates 
aggregation of Suc-SWNTs through the hydrogen bonds formed by hydroxyl groups. 
Such aggregates appear like a cellulose wool on the SEM image. 
5 nm 
Figure 13. Microscopy data on sucrose-functionalized SWNT samples: (a) SEM image, 
(b) High resolution TEM image of very thin bundles consisting of three (left) and two 
(right) sucrose functionalized nanotubes, (c) AFM image showing several individual 
nanotubes having different lengths, (d) Nanotube height measurement profile obtained by 
section analysis run along the backbone of individual Suc-SWNT shown on image (c). 
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The TEM and AFM images (Fig. 13b-d) provided direct evidences for covalent 
functionalization of SWNTs. TEM image (Fig. 13b) clearly shows a very thin bundles of 
Suc-SWNTs which are surface-modified. The sucrose molecules attached to the nanotube 
sidewalls appear as buds or short twigs. The AFM image of the specimen from Suc-
SWNT (Fig. 13c) shows coating on the backbones of nanotubes. From the cross-section 
height analysis indicated by the flags in Figure 13c, d the size of the nanotube with the 
sidewall-attached molecules was estimated to be 2.573 nm. This value reasonably agrees 
with the sum of average HipCO SWNT diameter (1.1 nm)40'78 and approximate length of 
sucrose molecule (-1.4-1.5 nm). 
Solubility. It is always regarded that pristine carbon nanostructures as well as 
their fluorinated derivatives are insoluble in water. In comparison, our results show that 
all sucrose-functionalized nanocarbons, prepared in this work, are soluble in water and 
other polar solvents. The photographs of water suspensions taken after sonication 
followed by one week standing are shown in Figure 14. The fluorinated nanocarbons, due 
to their hydrophobic nature, do not disperse and remain on top of water, while the 
samples functionalized with the highly hydrophilic sucrose form either dark (Suc-SWNT 
and Suc-NO) or light-yellow (Suc-ND) solutions. It should be noted that addition of just 
a small amounts of 2M HC1 followed by 1 hour sonication causes complete precipitation 
of water-solubilized nanocarbons due to cleavage of sucrose groups which is known to 
occur under acidic conditions85. 
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Figure 14. Photograph of water dispersions of pristine and sucrose functionalized 
nanocarbons. 
The quantitative estimation of the solvation of functionalized SWNT, CNO and 
ND was performed by dispersion (through lh sonication) of 25 mg sucrose-
functionalized carbon nano material in 50 ml of selected solvents (water, ethanol and 
DMF). The dispersions were left standing for 7 days. Then the top 40 ml of each solution 
were decanted and the solid residues in the rest of solutions were collected by filtration 
through the membrane, dried in vacuum overnight, and then weighed. The obtained 
solubility data (mg/L) are presented in Table 3. They show that the sucrose-
functionalized sphere-shaped nanocarbons, such as Suc-NO and Suc-ND, possess about 
two times higher solubility than a one-dimensional tubular nanocarbons (Suc-SWNT) in 
all three polar solvents tested. Also, the lower density of hollow spheres facilitate the 
overall best solubility for Suc-NO nanocarbon material. 
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Table 3. Solubility of Sucrose-Functionalized SWNT, NO and ND in Water, Ethanol, 
and DMF. 
Functionalized 
nanocarbon 
Suc-SWNT 
Suc-NO 
Suc-ND 
Solvent 
Water 
lOOmg/L 
200 mg/L 
180mg/L 
Ethanol 
110 mg/L 
220 mg/L 
190 mg/L 
DMF 
140 mg/L 
400 mg/L 
360 mg/L 
UV-Vis Spectroscopy. The solubility of sucrose-functionalized nanocarbons 
enables their characterization by UV-Vis spectroscopy which serves as a probe for the 
effect of functionalization on surface electronic configuration. In case of SWNTs and 
nano-onions, the covalently attached fluorine and sucrose functional groups can 
transform the nanocarbon surface from 7i-bonded polyaromatic into polyene structures, 
while for the a-type bonded nanodiamond much smaller change is expected. UV-Vis 
spectra of sucrose functionalized nanocarbons dispersed in water are shown on Figure 15. 
The spectra of Suc-SWNT (Fig. 15a) and Suc-NO (Fig. 15b) show a single absorption 
peaks at 255 and 263 nm, respectively, characteristic of n-n* electron transition in the 
polyaromatic system of curved graphene layers. The absence of additional peaks in the 
200-220 nm region, related to 71-71* electron transitions in the polyene-type structures and 
exhibited by F-NO in particular55, is most likely due to a larger extent of surface 
defluorination and restoration of aromatic structure than substitution of fluorine. In 
comparison with the spectra of graphene-type Suc-SWNT and Suc-NO samples, the UV-
Vis spectrum of water solutions of Suc-ND (Fig. 15c) was clear of any absorption bands 
in the 200-1100 nm range. 
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Figure 15. UV-Vis spectra of sucrose functionalized nanocarbons dispersed in water: (a) 
Suc-SWNT, (b) Suc-NO, (c) Suc-ND. 
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Derivatization of Suc-SWNT. The terminal hydroxyl groups on sucrose 
molecules covalently bonded to nanocarbons provide opportunity for further chemical 
derivatization tailored for specific applications. In this work, Suc-SWNTs were chosen as 
an example for demonstration of the derivatization route for producing the sidewall 
functionalized SWNTs with the terminal epoxy groups which were expected to enable 
dispersion and integration of SWNTs into epoxy polymer94. This derivatization (Chart 2) 
was carried out through subsequent coupling reactions of Suc-SWNT with 4,4'-
methylenebis(phenylisocyanate) (step 1) and glycidol (step 2), both proceeding at room 
temperature. The final product, Epoxy-SWNT (Chart 2), was characterized by FTIR 
spectroscopy and tested for solubility in water and dispersion in EPON 862/W Cure 
epoxy polymer system. The IR spectrum of Epoxy-SWNT sample (Fig. 7) shows a broad 
band in the 3000-3600 cm"1 region with the peak at 3414 cm"1 (O-H stretch) and a distinct 
shoulder at 3309 cm"1 (N-H stretch of the amide group) which is overlapping the weaker 
bands of the C-H stretches of phenyl and glycidyl groups in the 3000-3100 cm"1 region. 
Bands at 1645, 1538 and 1508 cm"1 characterize the C=0 stretch, and N-H bending 
modes of the C(=0)NH amide units, while peak at 1594 cm"1 can be related to the 
aromatic C=C stretches in the Epoxy-SWNT structure (Chart 2). Low and medium 
intensity peaks in 1100-1400 cm"1 region are due to the deformation and bending modes 
of the CH2 and CH of sucrose, glycidyl and aromatic units95. The absorptions due to the 
C-0 stretches in the sucrose and epoxy rings can be associated with a shoulder band 
observed at 1079 cm"1 and a weaker bands at 919, 851 and 806 cm"1. 
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Unlike Suc-SWNT, the Epoxy-SWNT derivative does not form stable suspension 
solutions in water showing complete precipitation after just overnight standing. 
Nevertheless, these functionalized SWNT derivatives both show a quite uniform 
dispersions of their 0.015 wt.% loadings into EPON 862 / W Cure epoxy polymer system 
demonstrated by the photographs taken from samples cured in a borosilicate glass mold 
(Fig. 16). Optical microscope images taken on the same samples at 20X magnification, 
however revealed the presence of much smaller size nanotube agglomerates of Epoxy-
SWNTs than Suc-SWNTs which is indicative of a higher degree of debundling of Epoxy-
SWNTs and stronger interfacial interaction with the epoxy polymer. This should lead to 
enhancement of mechanical properties of epoxy composites processed with Epoxy-
SWNT. 
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Figure 16. Dispersions of 0.015 wt. % Suc-SWNT (a,c) and Epoxy-SWNT (b,d) in 
EPON 862 / W Cure epoxy system. Photographs (a, b) and optical microscope 20X 
images (c, d) taken after curing of the samples. 
2.3 Summary 
In summary, we have demonstrated an efficient one-step method for covalent 
surface modification of fluorinated single walled nanotubes, carbon nano-onions and 
nanodiamond particles with sucrose molecules. Covalent bonding has been confirmed by 
the use of several materials characterization techniques that showed that the local 
environment of the fluorine atoms has been modified through this new developed 
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functionalization method. The obtained sucrose functionalized materials are soluble in 
water and are supposed to be biocompatible nanostructures. This improved property will 
facilitate applications of sucrose-functionalized nanocarbons in nanomedicine and 
biology. Subsequent derivatization of hydroxyl groups in sucrose functional moieties 
opens opportunity for tailoring the nanocarbons to specific applications in 
nanocomposites and sensors. Further functionalization reactions and corresponding 
properties are being investigated. 
3. Carbon Nanotubes Tailored for Epoxy Polymer Nanocomposites 
In recent years, SWNTs as fillers in polymer matrix attracted considerable interest 
due to their unique carbon structure and extraordinary mechanical, thermal, and electrical 
properties. Thus, nanotubes are expected to serve as reinforcement material for 
lightweight and multifunctional composite systems. Among polymer composites, high-
strength epoxy systems are very important materials for aerospace, electronics, and many 
other applications. Nanotube-reinforced epoxy systems are promising materials to deliver 
superior properties of carbon nanotubes. However, intrinsic van der Waals attraction of 
the nanotubes to each other holds them together as bundles deteriorating solubility of 
nanotubes in most solvents. Nanotubes tend to remain as entangled agglomerates, and 
homogeneous dispersion in polymer is not easily obtained. Furthermore, poor interfacial 
bonding limits load transfer from nanotubes to polymer matrix. In this situation, 
nanotubes are pulled out from the matrix rather than fractured which limits significant 
reinforcement role of SWNTs. 
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A number of recent research efforts have used carbon nanotubes for epoxy 
ft 1 ^ 
polymer reinforcement" . Some strategies were proposed to overcome various 
difficulties for accomplishing dispersion including ultrasonication, high shear mixing, 
surfactants and chemical modification. However all aforementioned methods include 
preliminary dispersion of carbon nanotubes in organic solvent. The solution is mixed 
with polymer matrix at elevated temperature to initiate evaporation of the solvent which 
causes voids in polymer matrix impairing its mechanical properties. This work reports 
functional ization of fluorinated nanotubes with diethyltoluenediamine used as curing 
agent. The functionalized nanotubes can be dispersed directly in the mixture of curing 
agent and epoxy resin without any solvent providing sites for crosslinking with polymer 
matrix. The direct fluorination of SWNT and their subsequent derivatization was proven 
to be a versatile tool for the preparation of chemically modified nanomaterials41'42'80. 
However, in order to improve dispersion of modified SWNTs we also exploited another 
chemical route - open-end oxidation of nanotubes. This method provides carboxylic acid 
groups at the open-ends of SWNTs. 
3.1 Experimental 
Materials. Fluorinated SWNT and pristine XD SWNT were provided by Carbon 
Nanotechnology Inc. SWNTs were produced by a high-pressure HiPco process and then 
fluorinated at conditions required to obtain C2F stoichiometry (denoted as F-CNI). CNI-
produced XD batch carbon nanotubes consisted from approximately 2/3 SWNTs and 1/3 
MWNTs. The epoxy resin was a DGEBA epoxy (diglycidyl ether of biphenol A) -
EPON 862. This resin was used in combination with the commercial aromatic diamine 
EPI-CURE W as a curing agent. 
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Acid Treatment of XD SWNTs. XD SWNTs were immersed in 250 mL of 
concentrated 3:1 H2SO4/70%HNO3. The mixture was sonicated at room temperature for 
20 min. Finally, HC1 was added to facilitate the termination of opened ends of SWNTs 
with carboxylic acid groups. The acid-treated XD nanotubes (Ox-XD) were collected on 
0.2 micron Cole Parmer Teflon membrane and dried in vacuum oven at 70 °C overnight. 
Fluorination of XD SWNTs and Ox-XD. Pristine and acid-treated XD 
nanotubes were fluorinated in a Monel reactor at 155°C for 8 h to obtain approximately 
C4F stoichiometry. The gas-flow ratio for 10% fluorine/helium mixture and helium was 
1:10. The fluorinated pristine and acid-treated XD carbon nanotubes were denoted as F-
XD and Ox-F-XD. 
Functionalization of F-XD, Ox-F-XD and F-CNI with diethyltoluenediamine. 
The fluorinated nanotubes were dispersed in DMF (approximately 300mg per 100 mL of 
solvent) via sonication for 30 minutes. The solution was added into a beaker with 10 fold 
molar excess of diethyltoluenediamine (EPI-CURE W). The mixture was stirred for 12 
hours at 90°C. Pyridine was used as a catalyst for this reaction (Chart 3). Modified carbon 
nanotubes were collected on 0.2 \im Millipore membrane, extensively washed with DMF, 
and dried overnight at 70°C in vacuum oven. The functionalized nanotubes are denoted as 
F-XD-cure, Ox-F-XD-cure and F-CNI-cure respectively. 
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Chart 3. Functionalization of fluorinated SWNT with diethyltoluenediamine. 
Nanotube Epoxy Composite Preparation. Epoxy nanocomposites were 
fabricated by using two different weight concentrations of carbon nanotubes as a filler -
0.015% and 0.15%. Weight concentrations were chosen using simple calculations based 
on the model of ideally aligned nanotubes separated by epoxy polymer. In this model 
individual nanotubes are assumed to be separated by a distance of 10 nm and 100 nm, 
meaning lack of Van der Waals interaction between them (distance between 
agglomerated carbon nanotubes in bundles is 1.72 nm). This can be converted into wt.% 
value. Thus, according to this simple model, 0.015 wt.% and 0.15 wt.% correspond to 
100 nm and 10 nm separation between nanotubes respectively. However, in reality, 
carbon nanotubes are randomly oriented in epoxy matrix which means that entanglement 
of nanotubes is still possible even if distances between them are in the range of 10 nm or 
100 nm. On the other hand, most reports on epoxy nanocomposites discuss relatively 
high loads of nanotubes (0.5-10 wt.%) ensuing agglomeration of carbon nanotubes " . 
First, functionalized carbon nanotubes were hand mixed with a diamine, EPI-CURE W. 
The epoxy resin was added to this mixture at a ratio of 1 part of curing agent to 5 parts of 
epoxy resin. A blender was used to mix all reagents to form black colored suspension. To 
facilitate dispersion and exfoliation of nanotubes the suspension was sonicated in a bath 
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ultrasonic sonicator for at least 4 hours at a temperature of 70°C. The viscosity of epoxy 
resin EPON 862 at this temperature drops almost 50 times in comparison with the 
viscosity at room temperature while the temperature of 70 °C is still too low to initiate 
curing. Finally, the mixture was transferred into a borosilicate mold and cured in oven for 
2 hours at 120°C followed by 2 hours curing at 180°C. 
Characterization. ATR-FTIR and Raman spectroscopy, TGA as well as SEM 
analysis were used to characterize the functionalized SWNTs. 
The morphology of the nanotube/epoxy composites was investigated using FEI 
Quanta 400 SEM at an accelerating voltage of 30 kV. Tensile testing was performed 
using a screw-driven INSTRON testing machine with a 5 kN load cell. 
3.2 Results and Discussion 
FTIR spectroscopy. The efficiency of functionalization was confirmed by FTIR 
(Figures 17, 18). The presence of characteristic bands in the FTIR spectra at 3200-3600 
cm"1, 3000-2800 cm"1 and 1000-1100 cm"1 attributed to N-H, C-H and C-N stretches 
respectively, gives a strong indication of the amino group attachment to the sidewalls of 
functionalized nanotubes. 1431 and 1433 cm"1 peaks are consistent with C-H bending 
mode, and the absorption at 1571 cm"1 is most likely due to C=C stretching mode of the 
nanotube activated by sidewall attachment (Figure 17c, 18b). The IR spectrum of acid 
treated XD nanotubes (Figure 17c) shows weak band at 1710 cm"1, characteristic of the 
stretching mode of the carbonyl (C=0) groups that can be found on the open edges of 
nanotubes after oxidation. The two intense peaks around 1180 and 1137 cm"1 of 
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fluorinated XD and CNI nanotubes (Figure 17a, 18a), characteristic of the C-F bond 
stretches in fluoronanotubes, disappear after the reaction with the diamine as a result of 
fluorine displacement. 
Figure 17. FTIR spectra of fluorinated XD nanotubes (a), fluorinated XD nanotubes 
functionalized with diethyltoluenediamine - F-XD-cure (b), acid treated fluorinated XD 
nanotubes functionalized with diethyltoluenediamine - Ox-F-XD-cure (c). 
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Figure 18. FTIR spectra of fluorinated CNI nanotubes (a), fluorinated CNI nanotubes 
functionalized with diethyltoluenediamine (b). 
Raman Spectroscopy. In the Raman spectra (Figures 19, 20), the typical peaks 
for XD SWNTs breathing and tangential mode peaks at 150-300 cm"1 and 1590 cm"1, 
respectively (Figure 19a), were observed to decrease in fluoronanotubes (Figure 19b), 
and the D-peak at 1290 cm"1 to increase dramatically owing to the large presence of the 
sp3-hybridized carbons. The intensity of the sp3 carbon peak in diamine treated sample 
(Figure 19c) provides a diagnostic indication of the disruption of the graphene rc-bonded 
electronic structure of the side walls, suggesting their covalent functionalization. 
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Figure 19. Raman spectra of pristine XD nanotubes (a), fluorinated XD nanotubes (b), F-
XD-cure nanotubes (c). 
Raman spectra of F-CNI and F-CNI-cure nanotubes (Figure 20a, 20b) has the appearance 
similar to previously described spectra of F-XD and F-XD-cure nanotubes showing 
significant change caused by reaction of fluoronanotubes with diethyltoluenediamine. 
Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA). Thermal Gravimetric Analysis was used 
to further confirm chemical modification of SWNTs surface as well as to estimate the 
degree of functionalization. Figure 21 shows data for the fluorinated nanotubes 
functionalized with diethyltoluenediamine (F-XD-cure) which has approximately one in 
every 30 carbon atoms to be bound to the molecule of W cure. Weight loss for this 
sample occurred at around 400°C and 500°C. First peak can be related to the degradation 
of diethyltoluenediamine molecules while second peak is attributed to the removal of the 
residual fluorine. 
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Dispersion of Carbon Nanotubes in Epoxy. SWNT functionalized with 
diethyltoluenediamine can be considered a polyamine system since they have multiple 
terminal amino groups at the moieties covalently attached to the sidewall. This makes the 
amino-terminated nanotubes by themselves a very effective curing agent for the epoxy 
resins. As a result, nanotubes can be integrated easily into the matrix structure via 
reaction with epoxy and consequently become an integral part of the matrix polymer 
structure rather than separate filler. The new covalent bonds formed between the amino 
groups and epoxy can provide effective load transfer due to more effective interface 
interaction. 
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Figure 21. Thermal Gravimetric Analysis of F-XD-cure sample. 
The combination of acid treatment and subsequent functionalization was used in present 
work in order to facilitate a uniform dispersion of XD nanotubes in epoxy resin. It is 
known that acid oxidation results in nanotubes with carboxyl acid groups mainly on the 
end tips. Carboxyl groups provide hydrogen bonding with epoxy resin helping in 
dispersion of nanotubes . 
Our primary goal was to study mechanical properties of functionalized XD 
nanotube/epoxy composites. However, other types of nanotubes were also used in this 
work. The following nanocomposites with varying compositions were prepared and 
characterized for mechanical properties: 
1.neat epoxy 
2.0.015wt%XD 
3.0.15 wt%XD 
4. 0.015 wt%F-XD 
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5.0.015wt%F-XD-cure 
6. 0.15 wt% F-XD-cure 
7. 0.015 wt% Ox-F-XD-cure 
8. 0.15 wt% Ox-F-XD-cure 
9. 0.015 wt%F-CNI-cure 
10. 0.15wt%F-CNI-cure 
11. 0.015 wt% F-CNI-urea 
12. 0.15wt%F-CNI-urea 
We were not able to obtain samples of nanocomposites filled with 0.15 wt% F-
XD nanotubes in the molds we were using in our work. The composite plates were stuck 
to borosilicate mold walls even after extensive use of mold release. We assume that 
fluorinated nanotubes formed chemical bonds with silicon atoms at the 
nanocomposite/borosilicate interface, during the curing, making the separation of mold 
walls impossible. Fluoronanotubes functionalized with urea were prepared by the 
procedure described before92. Urea is known to be used for some room temperature 
curing epoxy systems. 
Nanotube/epoxy composites were prepared in the form of plates by curing epoxy 
in a borosilicate mold. The lateral dimensions of casted nanocomposite plates were 
3.5x3.5 inches with thickness of 3.0 mm. Epoxy composite plates were cut into dog 
bones (Fig. 22). The best dispersion in epoxy was achieved for all functionalized 
nanotubes at 0.015 wt% concentration. Unlike modified nanotubes, pristine XD 
nanotubes formed hefty agglomerates while fluorinated samples dispersed better, but still 
in the form of smaller bundles (Fig. 23, 24). The sample with 0.15 wt% XD nanotubes 
appeared solid black filled with agglomerated nanotubes. Most of F-XD-cure nanotubes 
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formed bundles in the 0.15 wt% filled epoxy composite sample. However part of them 
were well-dispersed (Fig. 25, 26). Other three types of functionalized nanotubes demonstrated 
very good homogeneity through the epoxy matrix. 
XD(0.15%) 
neat epoxy 
XD (0.015%) 
f-XD (0.015%) 
f-XD-cure(0.15%) f-XD-cure(0.015%) 
f-CNI-urea (0.15%) f-CNl-urea (0.015%) 
f-CNI-cure (0.15%) f-CNI-cure (0.015%) 
(1 
f-XD-cure (0.15%) f-XD-cure (0.015%) 
Figure 22. Carbon nanotube/epoxy composites. 
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Figure 23. 20x optical microscope image of 0.015% F-XD-cure/epoxy composite. 
Figure 24. 20x optical microscope image of 0.015% F-XD/epoxy composite. 
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Mgmiir© 2So 20x optical microscope image of 0.15% F-XD-cure/epoxy composite. 
Figinre 26, 20x optical microscope image of 0.15% Qx-F-XD-cure/epoxy composite. 
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Those observations are supported by SEM analysis of nanocomposite fracture 
surfaces. Since all samples with 0.015 wt% load of amino-functionalized nanotubes 
demonstrated good dispersion, it was very difficult to find carbon nanotubes on the 
fracture surface. SEM images at Figures 27a, b are comparison of 0.015 wt% 
nanocomposite fracture surfaces of F-XD and F-XD-cure samples. Except for poor 
dispersion, fluorinated nanotubes appear to be pulled out of the epoxy matrix. On the 
other hand, amino-functionalized nanotubes are broken on the fracture surface and form 
short segments that appear as bright spots on the SEM image. Analogous behavior can be 
observed in 0.15 wt% of XD/epoxy composite (Figure 28a) and 0.15 wt% Ox-XD-
cure/epoxy composite (Figure 28b). The fracture surfaces of the epoxy composites loaded 
with untreated and fluorinated nanotubes show a nonuniform dispersion and the tendency 
for the nanotubes to entangle as agglomerates. However, amino-functionalized nanotubes 
are better dispersed and embedded by the epoxy matrix. They appear as short segments of 
broken nanotubes indicating the existence of strong interfacial bonding between the 
epoxy and nanotubes. 
Mechanical Properties of Epoxy Nanocomposites. The direct impact of carbon 
nanotubes on the mechanical properties of the epoxy polymer has been evaluated by 
measurement of the tensile strength (Fig. 29), Young's modulus, and strain to failure 
(Table 4). The given results demonstrate that the use of functionalized SWNTs in 
composites could efficiently enhance reinforcement by improving solubility, dispersion 
and chemical bonding to the polymer matrix. Homogeneous dispersion makes more 
nanotube surface available for interaction with epoxy matrix. Meanwhile, amino groups 
attached to the sidewalls of SWNTs provide strong chemical bonds with epoxy. 
Compared to those of the neat epoxy resin, the mechanical properties showed decline in 
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tensile strength of untreated XD SWNTs (0.15 wt%). However they showed increase in 
tensile strength (14.2%) and elongation at lower concentration (0.015 wt%). The best 
result was observed for CNI SWNTs functionalized with diethyltoluenediamine. The 
tensile strength and Young's modulus increased 26% and 21% respectively at 0.15 wt% 
load of amino treated SWNTs. All observed increases in strength and modulus reflect 
effective load transfer of nanotubes through strong interfacial bonding. 
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Figure 27. SEM images of fracture surfaces of 0.015 wt% F-XD/ epoxy composite (a) 
and 0.015 wt% F-XD-cure/epoxy composite (b). 
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Figure 28. SEM images of fracture surfaces of 0.15 wt% XD/epoxy composite (a) and 
0.15 wt% Ox-F-XB-cure/epoxy composite (b). 
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Figure 29. Tensile strength data for nanotube/epoxy composites: 1) neat epoxy, 2) 0.15 
wt% XD, 3) 0.015 wt% F-CNI-cure, 4) 0.015 wt% F-XD, 5) 0.015 wt% Ox-F-XD-cure, 
6) 0.015 wt% XD, 7) 0.15 wt% F-CNI-urea, 8) 0.15 wt% F-XD-cure, 9) 0.015 wt% F-
CNI-urea, 10) 0.15 wt% Ox-F-XD-cure, 11) 0.015 wt% F-XD-cure, 12) 0.15 wt% F-
CNI-cure. 
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Table 4. Young's modulus and elongation of epoxy nanocomposites. 
Specimen 
Neat epoxy 
XD 0.015% 
XDO.15% 
F-XD 0.015% 
Ox-F-XD-cure 0.015% 
Ox-F-XD-cure0.15% 
F-CNI-urea 0.015% 
F-CNI-ureaO.15% 
F-CNI-cure 0.015% 
F-CNI-cureO.15% 
F-XD-cure 0.015% 
F-XD-cureO.15% 
Young's Modulus(MPa) 
3921 
4095.6 
4030.5 
4457.7 
4470.2 
4733.7 
4380.2 
4318.6 
4364.8 
4756.8 
4393.4 
4260.6 
Elongation(%) 
3.6245 
3.8096 
3.2203 
3.2862 
3.2353 
3.2835 
3.3564 
3.4688 
3.0014 
3.5752 
3.6627 
3.5832 
3.3 Summary 
We have prepared and investigated fully integrated nanotube-epoxy composite materials. 
The process involves carbon nanotube functionalization and epoxy composite 
preparation. The functionalized SWNTs were directly dispersed in pre-heated epoxy resin 
and curing agent avoiding addition of solvent during the preparation of nanocomposites. 
Amino functionalization makes the nanotubes very effective crosslinking agents and 
improves dispersion in epoxy composites. We have demonstrated that functionalized 
SWNTs can play reinforcement role even at very low concentrations (0.015 wt% and 
0.15 wt%) yielding improved mechanical properties for epoxy composites with increase 
in tensile strength and Young's modulus at 26% and 21% respectively. 
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